FACULTY SENATE AGENDA

Tuesday, March 9, 2010
Room S138, 3:50 p.m.

I. REVIEW OF MINUTES: February 9, 2009

II. CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

III. REPORT ON SENATE RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED TO PRESIDENT

A. Approved:
   SR#25-09/10  'Course Addition    PSY-2XX  Social Psychology
   SR#27-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS Natural Sciences and Mathematics/Biology Option

   As a package (SR#31-35)
   SR#31-09/10  Course Addition    ACC-4XX  Co-Op Work Experience [Accounting]
   SR#32-09/10  Course Addition    BNF-4XX  Co-Op Work Experience [Banking, Finance and Credit]
   SR#33-09/10  Course Modification  BUS-104  Introduction to Customer Service
   SR#34-09/10  Course Modification  BUS-201  E-marketing
   SR#35-09/10  Course Deletion    ACC-220  Peachtree Accounting/Excel Applications

   As a package (SR#41-43)
   SR#41-09/10  Curriculum Addition Certificate of Achievement: Accounting Assistant
   SR#42-09/10  Curriculum Addition Certificate of Achievement: Marketing Assistant
   SR#43-09/10  Curriculum Modification Certificate of Achievement: Retailing

   As a package (SR# 46-49)
   SR#46-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AA Liberal Arts – Cinema Studies Option
   SR#47-09/10  Curriculum Addition AA Fine and Performing Arts – Cinema Studies Option
   SR#48-09/10  Course Addition CIN-170 American Cinema
   SR#49-09/10  Course Addition CIN-160 Women in Cinema

   As a package
   SR#36-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS in Professional Studies, Business Admin: Accounting Option
   SR#37-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS in Professional Studies, Business Administration
   SR#38-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS in Professional Studies, Bus Admin: International Trade Option
   SR#39-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS in Professional Studies, Bus Admin: Management Option
   SR#40-09/10  Curriculum Modification  AS in Professional Studies, Bus Admin: Marketing Option

   SR#51-09/10  Add to GE Course List: PHY-100 Energy and Society

IV. COMMITTEE REPORTS

V. OLD BUSINESS

mw
VI. NEW BUSINESS
A. Curriculum Items:
   SR#50-09/10  Course Modification  MUS/THR-109  The History of Musical Theatre

As a package
SR#52-09/10  Course Addition  INF-1XX  Game Programming 2D
SR#53-09/10  Course Addition  INF-2XX  Game Programming 3D
SR#54-09/10  Course Addition  INF-1XX  Testing and Quality Assurance
SR#55-09/10  Course Addition  GAM-1XX  Introduction to Game Architecture & Design
SR#56-09/10  Course Addition  GAM-2XX  Game Lab 2D
SR#57-09/10  Course Addition  GAM-2XX  Game Lab 3D
SR#58-09/10  Course Addition  INF-2XX  Advanced Media
SR#59-09/10  Curriculum Addition  AAS in Software Development – Game Programming
SR#60-09/10  Curriculum Addition  AAS in Software Development – Game Testing

   SR#63-09/10  Gen Ed Status  Introduction to the Philosophy of Art

As a package
SR#73-09/10  Course Addition  LAN-2XX  Intermediate Chinese [Mandarin] I
SR#74-09/10  Course Addition  LAN-2XX  Intermediate Chinese [Mandarin] II

VII. ADJOURNMENT